


2. When two sections of filter fabricare to be joined together, they shall be 
overlapped by a minimum of six inches, folded, and securely fastened to a 
common paSt. 

3. When two &ions of a prefabricated unit are to be joined together, place 
the end post of one section inside the end post ofthe other section and 
rotate both posts to create a tight seal with the fabric material. Drive both 
posts into the ground. 

4. Maximum spang between -with wire mesh shall be ten feet, sk feet 
without wire mesh, eight feetfor prefabricated units. 

5. Silt fence shall be used to control sheet flows only. Sik fence is not to be 
used for concentrated stormwater flows. The maximum drainage area 
for sheet flow shall not exceed 'h acre or 150 feet of uncontmlled slope. 

prevent early deterioration of the bindings. 
6. When silt fence is installed along property lines or at the base of slopes, it 

into the ground. 
3. Straw bales shall be tightly placed in a mw and butted 1. Drive p ~ &  and excavate a 4" 2. Staple wire mesh shall be installed parallel to the contour lines with its endsflared uphill to 

against the adjacent bale, leaving no gaps. by4' trench upslope along the fencing to the posts. prevent ponding. 

4. Straw bales shall be sewrely anchored in place by two line of the posts. 

stakes driven through the center ofthe bales. The first 1. Silt fence shall be inspected within 12 hours aRer each rainfall and at least 

stake in each bale shall be driven toward the previously once a day during prolonged rainfall. Any necessary repairs shall be 

laid bale at an angle, forcing the bales together. made within 48 hours. 

5. Straw bales shall be regularly and frequently inspected 
by the contractor and promptly repaired or replaced as 
needed. If the contractor fails to properly control 
erosion and maintain sediment wntrol, the Village one qualter the height of the bamer or deposits causing the fabric to 
reserves the right to place a "STOP WORK" order on bulge shall be removed within 24 hours. 
the project, implement necessary wrractwe measures, 4. Any sediment deposits remaining in place after the sib fence is no longer 
and charge all msts to the contractor. required shall be spread to conform wim the existing grade, fertilized, 

6. Straw bales shall be removed when permanent emsion seeded, and mulched. 
control and sediment measures (sod or seed and 
blanket) are at least 70% established. 

3. Wedge lwse straw between bales 4. BaMll and compact the excavated 
2. Wire mesh: 14% gauge w/ 6 inch marjmum mesh opening 

to create a wntinuous barrier. soil as shown on the uphill side of 
3. Filter fabric: Filter X, MlRAFl 100x, STABlLlNKAT 140 N, or equal 

3. Attach filter fabric sewrely to 
the barrier. 

4. Backfill trench and compaCt 4. Prefabricated unit: Geofab. Envimfence, or equal 
the fence posts and extend the the excavated soil. 
fabric a minimum 8 inches into 

CONSTRUCTION NOTES 
1. All open lid storm structures shall be protected fmm sedimentation by silt fences, sbaw bales, or coarse CONSTRUCTION NOTES 

aggregate and a manufactured filter bag insert (e.g. BMC StreamGuard. Marathon Catch-All. Ultratech 1. All drains in paved areas and in the street within 100 feet of the construction area 
DrainGuard, or equal) or enough filter fabric between the frame and grate to allow its removal without dropping shall be protected by (I) a manufactured filter bag (e.g. BMC StreamGuard, 
collected sediment into the sbucture. Marathon Catch-All, Ultratech DrainGuard, o r  equal), (2) enough filter fabric NOTE: Coarse aggregate filter 

2. All open lid storm structures shall be over excavated around its perimeter to create an 18 inch deep depression 
or sump for the collection of sediment before entering the sbucture. behnreen the frame and grate to allow removal without dropping collected sediment protection is applicable Only at 

into the structure, or (3) an aggregate filter. curb drains where ponding in front 
3. The manufactured bag insert or filter fabric shall be carefully removed, preventing sediment fmm dropping into 

the structure, and cleaned regularly. 2. Filter bags shall be emptied, or filter fabric o r  aggregate filters shall b e  replaced o f  the drain is not likely to cause 

4. The sump shall regularly be reexcavated to its original dimensions when sediment has accumulated to lh the when no longer effectively removing sediment from runoff. Removed sediment inconvenience o r  damage to 

original depth of the sump. Removed sediment shall be disposed of properly and in such a manner that will shall be disposed o f  properly and in such a manner that will not erode back into adjacent buildings, unprotected 

not erode back into the structure. the structure. areas, or the motoring public. 

5. Filter fabric shall be removed when permanent erosion control measures (sod or seed and blanket) are in 3. Sediment protection measures shall be removed afler permanent erosion control 
place and at least 70% established. measures (sod or seed and blanket) are at least 70% established. 


